


Is It Getting Across?
Evaluating the comic book — ‘Our Fish, Our Wealth’ — as a tool for communication.

by Rathin Roy
(Snr. Extension Adviser)

The proof of the pudding is in the
eating. In communications, the
question simply is: Is the message
getting across? The Bay of Bengal
Programme (BOBP), having produced
a comic book, Our Fish, Our Wealth,
to promote awareness about the need
for, the benefits of and the
mechanisms of fisheries management
among small-scale fisherfolk,
evaluated it in the second half of 1992.
S Chandramohan, who heads the
Integrated Fisheries Development
Project in Pulicat, Tamil Nadu, an
NGO, undertook the evaluation for
BOBP.

Who received the comic books?
The comic book, simultaneously
brought out in the Tamil and Telugu
languages, was aimed at fisherfolk
along the Coromandel Coast, which
covers part of the Tamil Nadu and
Andhra Pradesh coasts of southern
India. There was a reason for this
geographic restriction: the ecosystems
and fisheries practices referred to in the
comic book are unique to this region,
so are the fisher communities depicted
in the book.

Some comic books were mailed out,
others personally handedto individual
fisherfolk, members of fisheries
cooperative societies, non-govern-
mentalorganizations working with and
for fisherfolk, adult and non-formal
education centres catering to fisherfolk
communities, schools in fishing
communities and to selected subs-
cribers of a monthly magazine aimed
atfisherfolk. The very task of collect-
ing the addresses in the two states took
over two months of hard work and
probing. State Departments of
Fisheries, the Directorates of Adult
and Nonformal Education, State
Resource Centres in both the states,
church organizations and, particularly,
NGOs helped in putting together alist
which, while reaching a wide and
representative group of fisherfolk,
would not in any way restrict itself to

the literate or the elite. The mailout
covered three districts in Tamil Nadu
(Qaid-e-Millath, South Arcot and
Chengai-Anna), the Central territory
of Pondicherry, and two districts in
Andhra Pradesh (Nellore and
Prakasam).

A total of 2188 Tamil and 774 Telugu
comic books were distributed. Each
book was accompanied by a letter
explaining the objectives of BOBP, the
reason for publishing the comic book,
and requesting the response of the
reader. A self-addressed, stamped
inland letter, printed with a one-page
questionnaire, was included in each
book. The questionnaire asked for
three types of information: it asked for
some basic information about the
responder, particularly in terms of
location, age, occupation, level of
formal education and sex; it thenposed
seven statements which could either be
agreed or disagreed with, in order to
check whether the key messages of the
comic book had been correctly
absorbed by the respondent; and, a
final section. which queried the
respondent on what s/he felt about the
comic book, its content, the way of
presentation, and its usefulness.

Who responded?
When agencies seek responses to
mailout questionnaires, a 3-7 per cent
response rate is expected, and this is so
even in the case of educated and
reasonably well-to-do consumers of
this-or-thatsoap or shampoo. So it was
but natural that BOBP’s expectations
were modest. The fisherfolk shattered
our pessimistic expectations by
responding overwhelmingly. In Tamil
Nadu 739, or an incredible 33.7 per

cent of the people who received the
book, responded. What was parti-
cularly interesting was that of the 739,
136 responses were from women:
unusual, because women had not been
targeted in the mailout! The response
in Andhra Pradesh was also very good,
but at a lower level of 27.3 per cent.
The details of the responses by
categoryreveal some interesting facts.

In Tamil Nadu, where there is a
government-organized adult and
non-formal education programme
specially targeted at coastal fisherfolk,
the response from the Adult Education
Centres was higher than in Andhra
Pradesh where no similar focus exists
in the fishing communities. But the
response from schools was disappoint-
ing: only 23 of the 172 schools in
fishing communities bothered to
respond (see table below).

BOBP had at onetime considered that
perhaps one sure way to communicate
with fisherfolk would be to approach
them through their children in schools,
the future fisherfolk. That option still
may be worth considering, but the
children would have to be approached
out of the school framework.
Discussions with school teachers and
heads of schools indicated some of the
possible reasons for the poor response
rate

— Teachers in small rural schools are
already overburdened, and do not
want more responsibilities;

— The school curriculum andsystem
is fairly rigid and it is difficult to
incorporate new reading materials
and subjects;

— There just isn’t enough time; and
so on and so forth.

TAMIL NADU ANDHRA PRADESH

Category Response % Category Response %

Fisherfolk 34.2 Fisherfolk 27.3
Adult Ed. Centres 43.2 Adult Ed. Centres 20.0

Schools 13.4
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Women whoreplied, were a little upset
that we had not particularly targeted
them! They agreed that they were not
personally involved in fishing, but they
did want to know what was going on.
A point well made!

The age distributionof the respondents
was also interesting: almost all the
women respondents were equally
distributed between those attending
school and young adults in the
community (below the age of 35). But
in the case of males, most of the
responses came from adult men only,
including older men, with those
attending school hardly represented. It
is difficult to draw any clear conclu-
sions from this, but the information is
valuable in planning information
campaigns.

The responses did not cease with the
mall-in of the questionnaire forms.
BOBP received letters, fisherfolk
dropped by the office to discuss the
comic book and the implications of the
contents, in a few cases theyeven went
to the expense of calling in long-
distance to tell us what they felt.
Going by the response, it was obvious

that the fisherfolk were at least
intrigued, if not pleased, by the
comic book. But, did the message get
across?

Getting the message across
The seven statements that respondents
were asked to agree or disagree with

covered, by and large, the key
messages of the book. To make sure
that respondents were not mechanically
respondingto the statements, two false
statements were incorporated into the
set. About 20 per cent of the respon-
dents got the correct responses to all
the statements, and most of them were

Fisherfolk’s families in Puilcat discuss the comic book ‘Our Fish, Our Wealth

A survey team meets fishermen on the beach to get their views on
‘Our Fish, Our Wealth’.
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practising fishermen. But some women
got it right too.
Nearly all repondents, however, had
trouble with two of the questions. An
in-depth series of interviews
undertaken wiih a subsample of the
respondents, to flesh out the figures,
clarified some of the peculiarities. The
problem was with the language more
than the content. For example, in a
statement which juxtaposed the pros
and cons of ‘active’ versus ‘passive’
gear the phrases used in Tamil and
Telugu to specify ‘active’ and ‘passive’
had connotations which confused the
readers. Also, some respondents felt
that the way the statements were
phrased it was not clear to them
whether BOBP was interested in
knowing what they did or what they
were supposed to do a la the cojnic
book. The point was that fisherfolk
were, by and large, absorbing the
messages and understanding them in
the right context.
However, understanding and knowing
is one thing and doing something
about the understanding is quite
another. Only time will tell whether
knowledge will express itself as
practice. But the responses made it
quite clear that a lot of thought has to
go into the language and expressions
used.

One concern of the technical staff, that
fisherfolk would have trouble under-
standing complex information, was put
to rest. Obviously, fisherfolk, dealing
with fishery aspects all their lives, have
very little problem comprehending
facts and descriptions of their environ-
ment, provided they are clearly and
well presented and take into conside-
ration the way fisherfolk givemeaning
to their environment.

How do comic books measure
up as a medium?
The fisherfolk, across the board, liked
thecomic book. But why did theylike
it? Some said that the subject was
important, given the fact that the
community was really facing problems
with declining catches and incomes.
Others said theylearnt useful thingsby
reading the book. Surprisingly, or
perhaps not so, quite a few said that
it was a matter of pride that someone
had taken the trouble to produce a
book exclusively for fisherfolk and
their needs. It felt good to know that

someone out there cared! Such
responses, while encouraging, need to
be takeninto consideration with some
caution: the fishing community have so
little matter specifically aimed and
created for them that they are bound
to be enthused with whatever that
comes along.

Would they pass the comic book along
to others to read? Would theybuy it?
‘Yes’ and ‘Yes’: Fisherfolk mentioned
Rs. 2-4 as an indication of what they
were willing to spend for such books.
Why those numbers? Most magazines
of a weekly or monthly periodicity
available happen to cost in that range.

What clinched their commitment was
that they came up with prioritized lists
of subject matters which they felt
should be covered in future comic
books. Some fisherfolk interviewed
even came up with suggestions of how
a fisherfolk distribution network could
be established to ensure sales and
distribution of future comic books.

That was the good news. There was
some bad news too. Fisherfolk
complained about the language used in
the book; they felt it was a little too
stylized, and definitely not the
language they spoke on the beach.

Some complained that the terminology
used to specify different types of
fishing gear was confusing, because
names vary from locale to locale. But,
most importantly, fisherfolk objected
to us stopping with just the message.
If BOBP (or the Government) is really
serious about the measures suggested,
they should help fisherfolk with
technical and credit assistance to put
the ideas into practice, they said. In
other words, they were politely
pointing out that it is necessary to put
one’s money where one’s mouth is!
BOBPcannot but agree. Comic books,
or any other medium, cannot stand
alone; they can only be part of a larger,
more comprehensive, campaign or
programme.

The way ahead
It is obvious that comic books do get
their message across. It is also clear
that fisherfolk want information and
enjoy the medium. It is cost effective:
even with the small numbers BOBP
printed, the cost per unit was only
Rs. 5. The evaluationhas given BOBP
the confidence to go ahead and use the
comic book format, and, in fact, the
article on the next page refers to
the ‘second comic book’, due in
October ‘93.



Raghu’s now dealing with tiger
shrimp life cycles, fisheries and
management.

It is tempting to follow success. The
enthusiastic response from fisherfolk
to the first comic book gave the Bay
of Bengal Programme (BOBP) staff
the confidence to continue the
awareness building effort with a
second comic book. The first book,
OurFish, Our Wealth, dealt with how
various fishing practices affect the
fishery resource, and therefore what
should be the sensible way to fish to
ensure fisherfolk a sustainable future.
The second comic book moves into a
new and different aspect of fisheries
management. It considers the lifecycle
of a particular species, P. monodon, or
the tiger shrimp, in order to understand
how existing fisheries affect the tiger
shrimp stock andwhy. The book goes
on to suggest the optimal ways of
fishing for tiger shrimp while ensuring
that there will be enough to fish for
tomorrew.

Titled Our Shrimp, Their Lives, the
second comic book is in Tamil (and in
English) andis aimed at the fisherfolk
of the Coromandel Coast. With this
book, BOBP hopes to convince its
counterpart governments in the seven
member countries about the
advantages of using the comic book
format in awareness building for
fisheries management.

The evaluation of the first comic book
helped guide us in the design of the
second. Special care was taken in the
translation into the Tamil to ensure
that the language was colloquial and
similar to that spoken in fishing
communities, and not the formal,
stylized version that academicians
indulge in. But the very content proved
problematic.

idea was to create a character out of
a shrimp and let it tell its own story.
This is a fairly well-known way of
doing comic books, but we were not
sure how fisherfolk would react to a
talking, ‘humanized’ shrimp. The idea
was dropped. The approach finally
agreed to use the information about
the lifecyle of the shrimp as the
foundation, but kept it a little in the
background, focussing all the while on
the more visible, and understandable,
management aspects which are
basically social and economic issues.
This also allowed the story format to
be used to make the narrative more
interesting. Only time and the
fisherfolk will tell whether this was the
right way to do things.

One of the concerns in producing the
second book was that the matter was
more technical and complex, and the
BOBP staff felt that there was adanger
of overloading the reader with
complexity. However, the first comic

book’s evaluation suggests that
fisherfolk, familiar as theyare with the
details of their life work, are able to
effortlessly absorb information which,
to a non-fisherperson, may seem
formidable.

It may well be asked how the comic
book meets the requirements of
awareness-building. Going by our
limited experience, the comic book
maywell be the most suitable medium
because:

— Its emphasis on visual presen-
tation makes it easier for people
with relatively low levels of
literacy to use the material;

— The combination of visuals and
text in astory narrative definitely
makes it more interesting and
easier to absorb; and

— The permanence of the print
medium helps people to pass it
around and go back to it, unlike
in the case of the electronic
medium, which, though more
dramatic, tends to evaporate from
people’s attention.

The real benefit of using a permanent
visual medium is that with good design
it is possible to dramaticallyexpand the
attention span of the mind and address
complexity graphically. The cost of
usingcomic books seems quite reason-
able when you take into consideration
the fact that the books are passed
around andkept for further reference.
Importantly, in several of the BOBP
member countries the comic book
is an accepted and popular medium
and, therefore, local talent exists
which can be tapped by fishery
agencies to write and illustrate the
books.

With BOBP’s proposed third phase
focussing almost entirely on enabling
fisheries management, we can look
forwardto alot more comic books on
the beach!

Raghu is back on the beach
in BOBP’s second comic book

The first book being more general, and
dealing with subjects
familiar to fisherfolk,
be moulded into a
form. Lifecycles of
interesting and even
they are not really the
How do you tell
something not very

that were more
allowed itself to
narrative story
shrimp can be
intriguing, but
stuff of fiction.
a story about
story-like? One
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Post-Harvest Goes Participatory
Participating and learning in a fishing village

by Peter Colaco* and Tim Bostock**

Participatory RuralAppraisal(PRA): What is it really?A techniquefor data collection?A set ofmethodsfor
dialoguing with village people? A newphilosophy of development? A few simple answers emerged in
thecourse ofafive-day workshop on PRA (June28- July2, 1993) conducted in Madrasby theBOBP’sPost-
harvest Fisheries Project andOutreach. This is a report of, andsome reflectionson, thosefive crowdeddays.

The 20 participants who assembled at
the Dhyana Ashram, Madras, were not
a homogeneous group — except for
being partners in the Bay of Bengal
Programme’s Post-harvest Fisheries
Project.
After an ice-breaking introductory
exercise, in which participants were
paired in a find-your-partner game,
each of us introduced his/her partner
and a profile of the group emerged —

field officers of the Fisheries Depart-
ment, workers from partner NGOs,
and programme staff from BOBP.
In a follow-up participatory exercise,
each member of the group wrote on a

soft board atopic for studyduring the
PRA. The topics seemed to fall almost
naturally into four clusters:

— Post-harvest activities;

— Credit;

— Women;

— Government links.
(see chart - ‘Topics of Study’)

A key question, often asked in
development circles, is — “How
do we enhance people’s partici-
pation?” But are we ourselves able
to participate?

If we look inside ourselves, what are
our attitudes to village people?

“They are ignorant. We know
better.”

“They are the problem. We
bring the solution.”

There is always some off-loading of
accumulated mental and attitudinal
baggage to be done, if we are to be
open-minded enough for real
participative planning.

* Of Biamedia and the recorder

workshop.

** Post-harvest Fisheries Adviser.

of the

The fisherfolk of Alikuppam participated actively during the appraisal of their village near Madras by participants in the
BOBP Post-harvest Fisheries Project’s workshop on PRA. Here they present a map of their village on the ground.
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But PRA is not just asobering process
of introspection. It should function as
an energiser where everyone has fun,
while learning is shared. A body of
participatory learning techniques,
which are largely visual, has been
evolved:

Time line
A re-creation of vifiage history, using
elders as resource persons for the very
early history, with group support on
more recent events. When did the
community come to live here? Who
founded the village? Major events.
Major crises. Major achievements.
Epidemics. Tidal waves. The coming
of electricity ... and so on.

Seasonality
Getting attuned to the seasons andhow
they affect the rhythm of life in the
village. Not by the city calendar, but
by their’s. For instance, studying the
relationships between income and
expenditure to identify critical periods
when credit is in short supply.

Transect
Walking a cross-section of the area.
Observing the environment, talking
with people. Jointly making notes on
a map (resource inventory, problems,
opportunities).

Trend diagrams
(Historical transect)

A comparative chart of change. In the
environment. In land use. in quality of
life and related factors. What was it
like 50 years ago, 20 years ago? What
is it like today? What do we want to
make of it tomorrow?

Mapping
Social mapping by various means —

spatial (e.g. village maps) and symbolic
(Venn diagrams) — help to know the
village, its social environment,, its
institutions. Resourcemapping of the
village and its environment is an
important basis for planning.

Livelihood analysis
Most communities have a dominant
occupation — like farming or fishing.
But how do other people make a
living? How can we provide for these
in a development plan?

Wealth ranking
By counting assets of households —

identifying on the village map the

rich, the poorest of the poor.
What is the village criterion for
deciding poverty? How can it be
eradicated.

Matrix ranking
Using seeds or stones as counters
(shells, perhaps, in a fishing village),
people are able to quantify the relative
importance of anything comparable
(e.g. different species of fish). They list
their own criteria of judgement —value
as food/market value/availability/
easiness to catch/seasonal availability!
preservability/ taste, etc. A matrix
ranking of trees, for instance, can help
decide the mix of species for a social
forestry programme.
One factor common to most PRA
methods is that they are completely
visual. Information is recorded on
large sheets of paper or on the ground.
Everyone can understand what is being
discussed, everyone can join the
discussion.

Most of these methods are directed
towards enhancing participation. They
are not likely to be precise enough to
satisfy a scientist, but they can be
useful indicators of important issues
and trends which would otherwise be
overlooked. As the PRA dictum goes,
“It is more important to be
approximately right than to be
precisely wrong”.

* * *

Smaller groups of 4 or .5 did a round
of ‘dummy’ exercises — historical

transects, seasonality charts,
matrix scoring and Venn/chappati
diagramming. Each group selected a
topic from its own area of direct
knowledge. Half the group ‘facilitated’
the exercise, using the other half as
‘informants’. Both parties used the
experience to understand the dynamics
of the exercises, and how to use it in.
the field.
Participatory learningmethodsare not
as simple as they sound. A problem
that often emerges is that the facilita-
ting group tends to dominate the
informants’ group, therebycutting off
the flow of information or distorting
it to meet the facilitators’ perceptions.
It is important to facilitate — without
interfering. “Don’t lecture jfyou want
to learn. Listen...”
A list of DOs and DON’Ts — a brief
manual on the etiquetteof participative
dialogue in a village — evolved. It is
a paradox that the relatively unstruc-
tured approach of participatory
learning methods demands meticulous
planning, formal structuring, efficient
management, accurate documentation.

On the third day we piled into two
mini-buses for the 80 km drive to
Alikuppam. The ‘real’ PRA was set to
begin.

* * *

Alikuppam is a small coastal village,
somewhat isolated from the main
roads. It depends totally on fishing.
There is no arable land.
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We arrived at Alikuppam at 11 a.m.,
to find a sprinkling of village people
awaitingour arrival in an open-thatch
shed which serves as the non-formal
schoolroom.

Immediately, other people began to
arrive. This being a slack time for
fishing (the boats would go out in the
evening), people were generally free to
participate. In a farming village this
would have been the middle of the
working day and few people would
have been free till late evening.

How would we enter into a collective
dialogue — this inhibited group of 20
outsiders and about 50-60 expectant
but reticent villagers of all ages? Once
again there was ice to be broken!

Self-introductions were made — by
everyone present. The purpose of our
visit was explained. A time line exercise
was initiated. To begin with, an old
man, with a remarkable memory for
incidents and dates, was the sole
informant. But gradually the whole
group got involved: Who started the
village? When was the highway built?
When did the first bus service start?
Who was the first person to complete
a high school education?

A sixteen-year-old boy was identified.
Rather shyly, he came forward to take
over the writing of the chart which, till
then, was being done by a member of
the team. The process of participation
(transferring the initiative to the village
community) was gaining momentum.

Among other objectives, aPRA session
tries to reinforce the sense of collective
identity and of shared inheritance
among the village community, as a
prelude to group action.

During a good team line exercise, as
the village history emerges on paper,
you can almost palpably sense the
feeling of village identity being
reinforced. Like afamily atareunion,
looking at old albums, sharing the joys
of rediscovery.

After the team line, the trainee groups
of the previous day teamed with village
groups to start the PRA exercise. The
exercises included:

— A Venn (or chappati) diagram of
the problems faced by women in
fish marketing.

— A matrix scoring of pre-harvest
and post-harvest activities,

showing the role played by men,
women and children in each.

— A matrix scoring of the species of
fish in the area, in terms of their
utility for the people of
Alikuppam.

— Seasonality exercises and the
patterns of life in the village.

The groups later made presentations to
the entire assembly, so that the
information obtained could be
cross-checked.

The common perception that villagers
are ignorant is often shared by villagers
themselves. A PRA can come as a
surprise to them, when they realize
how much they actually know (though
they may not have previously pooled
their knowledge and presented it in
such an integrated fashion). Ifempower-
ment is a valid goal in development,
then this single aspect of PRA may
justify the time and cost expended.

* * *

On the next day, two new mapping
exercises were initiated:

— One depicted the sea off
Alikuppam, its resources and
hazards.

— The other was a village map,
which was used to indicate occu-
pation, health, economic status,
children’s education and so on.

You can never stop being fascinated by
the village people’s knowledge of their
habitat and creative ability to present
it. With coloured chalks, stones and
dried fish as specimens, an open patch
of ground became a sea-map with the
kinds of fish to be found at different
depths and offshore distances. Andthe
dangers the fishermen face — such as
submerged rocks or shoals of lethal
stingrays.

The energy released in a PRA, the
sense of focus and involvement it
generates is unique. In the process, it
can pinpoint specific problems and
opportunitiàs, which differ from micro-
environment to micro-environment.
But, beware! You can also get carried
away by the charm of PRA outputs as
folk art. In the process, do we lose sight
of them as tools for shared learning?
Do we invest them with unexamined
credibility, when we should be building
on them for questioning?

* * *

This being atraining exercise we were
forced to omit the integrating final
session where needs and problems
would have been defined and
prioritized. Where development plans
would have been formulated. But the
thought did arise: Were we merely
using the villagers? And did they feel
used? Hopefully not. Many villagers
told us they had found the exercises
thoroughly stimulating. And the local
NGO, a partner in the Post-harvest
Project, will take up the next stage of
development planning.

* * *

During the training programme (and
particularly in the last day’s summing-
up) one question loomed large — Why
PRA? Is it a potentially valuable new
approach to participatory planning or
simply a fashionable new fad?

One problem that PRA seeks to
address is the several types of biases
that commonly occur with
conventional methods of data
collection for development planning.
For instance:

• Do we favour villages which are
nearer to a big town or highway,
which are more comfortably
accessible for the visiting
researcher (the phenomenon called
‘development tourism’ or
‘roadside research’)?

• Do we visit villages in seasons and
times of day which are comfor-
table andconvenient for us, rather
than appropriate for the village?

• Are we blinkered by our specia-
lized field of interest, shutting out
information that does not fall
within our framework?

• Do werelate more to the rich than
the poor, the talkers versus the
silent, the landed rather than the
landless, men rather than women?

In a well-planned PRA there is an
attempt to involve the whole village.
The team itself is multidisciplinary.
The sessions are public. Hopefully, a
more integrated andless biased picture
is likely to emerge.

* * *

PRA methods seemed of obvious
relevance to the NGO field staff in our
group. Three of the opinions expressed
in the summing-up session illustrated
this point.
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“Usually villagers cannot express what
exactly their problems are. PRA
methods enable the women (and..other
villagers) to express their ideas ‘In a
clearer, more organized way.”

“Working in groups helps in cross-
checking of information — between
groups and through different learning
methods. A better quality of
information can be collected.”

“Initially the women were inhibited.
Later the women got interested and
participation increased.”

* * *

For senior staff involved in policy
formulation and programme monito-
ring, there is avery practical problem:
How can PRA be used for getting
micro-level data?

One of the participants, a senior
consultant and researcher from
Shri Lanka, is involved in the protec-
tion of river system ecology. For such
geographically vast areas, is it not more

appropriate to use satellite imaging and
survey-type data? Even in such cases,
PRA can provide the kind of qualita-
tive insight which enriches survey
designs, and the kind of information
which reveals dots on the satellite map
as human settlements with real people.

* * *

PRA exercises conducted over the last
few years in India, and elsewhere, have
established its potential usefulness in
projects for environmental and
resource management, with commu-
nity participation. PRA has been used
for identification of beneficiaries in
direct assistance programmes to poor
families. For planning integrated
developmentand community facilities.

But does it have any relevance to
fisheries, fishing villages and the Bay
of Bengal Programme?

Look at the charts reproduced in the
following pages (information and
analysis generated in the space of afew
hours on two successive half-days).

Would such techniques and insights fill
a need expressed in many forums,
including a consultation of senior
officials from the Bay of Bengal area,
held at Madras?

“What communities seem to need are
forums for discussion and action to
address their needs. This kind of
activity requires of extension staff
learning, teaching and mobilizing skills
that they rarely have. ‘And this training
need was highlighted as an important
task.

“Participatory research used in needs
assessments and in opportunity
searches for solutions not only builds
awareness and skills, but encourages
cømmunication and interaction
between fisherfolk and extension
staff,” felt a participant.

Perhaps the time has cometo take the
dialogue about participatory learning
methods from the library shelves of
development literature and into the
field where it belongs.
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The trainees’ topics — and the fisherfolk’s views.

An important ingredient for successin
a PRA Ls being clear about what we
want to find out

At the start ofthe training programme
each participant was asked to write
down a topic for study. And the
topicsfell intofour main clusters. The
topics reflected the concern of the
participants not onlyfor the technical
aspects of fisheries, but also for
issues of local management systems,
problems and opportunities, indigenous
technologies and so on.

The training group had an unusually
large proportion of women participants
(from field NGOs), which. possibly
explains the large area of interest
in WOMEN and their situation. Or Ls
the developing world becoming more
gender sensitive?!

The output was arrived at by a group
discussion in which the village group
was given 100 counters to be allocated
among all fishing activities (suballo-
cated to men, women and children).
The limit of100 countersforced a more
seriousattempt at balancedquantifica-
tion;an indefinite number ofcounters
often makes scoring more random and
arbitrary. Men, women and children
were involved in the fishing activity —

children to a verysmallextent (Spercent

of the work). For the rest, men played
a greater role in pre-harvest work
(47 per cent)and women inpast-harvest
work (36 per cent). In all, it was said
that men did 49 per cent of the work
and women 46 per cent.

Everyone seemed satisfied with thefr
data. The men also looked .smug that
it was ‘proved’ that they were doing
more work than the women. Till it was
pointed out that this only reflected the

amount of work done in terms of the
fishing activity.

The whole area of housework — child-
bearing child-rearing, cooking, collec-
ting water, collecting fuel, managing
the house (sick children and
drunken husbands as well) — was not
considered in the calculation. The
women felt another 50 points could
easily be added to their column for
these activities.
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The focus on ‘marketing problems’
tookan unexpecteddimension when the
women began to speak of other
anxieties.

Venn diagramming, often used to
examine the social institutions in
relation to the village, was adapted to
measure anxieties in the group. Big
circles for big worries, smaller circles
for small ones.

The women spoke of ill-treatment by
fishdealers reflecting their vulnerability
— as women trying to sell a perishable
product. Of anxiety about availability
offish. Couldthey transport it? Could
they sell it? Would they make a profit
or loss? Could they repay their debts?
Would they catch the bus at night?
Would they get home that night?
Would the husband be drunk? Would
she be beaten up?

In the women’s minds, the relationships
of all this to marketing was clear,
because it was part of their daily
experience and their feelings. For the
first time in their lives they were trying
to articulate it — in a visual form.
Which gave us — and them —

something to think about.
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The Cleaner Fishery Harbour Project
in Phuket, Thailand, as reported in a
curtain-raiser in the September 1992
issue of the Bay of Bengal News, was
inaugurated by the Deputy Governor
of Phuket Province in early November
1992. The inauguration was followed
by a one-day meeting of participants
from the Fisheries Department,
commercial fisheries enterprises, the
Public Health Department, the Phuket
Municipality, the Departments of
Urban Planning and Industrial
Development, the Port of Phuket, the
University and from among the leading
citizens.

The timing was appropriate, as the
concern about environmental
degradation was high on everyone’s
list, since the government had only
recently promulgated an Environment
Quality Act and Phuket had become

by R Ravikumar
(Consultant)

an Environmental Protection Area.
The general view was that the Cleaner
Fishery Harbour Project was an
important one, though ‘small’ in
budget, and that it should be seen as
a catalyst which would help in the
overall improvement of the fishery
port area. Going by the pledges of each
participant, offering full support, the
Project had struck the right chord.

The first task was to arrange a study
tour for the harbour managers of the
Government-run FMO port and those
involved with the operation of the
private jetties, to see, firsthand, how
harbours in neighbouring countries
(Malaysia and Singapore) tackled the
problem of harbour pollution. Such a
tour was arranged in early December
to the ports of Kuala Kedah, Batu
Muang and Klang in Malaysia and the
Port of Singapore Authority.

The five participants returned with
ideas and decided that priority should
be given to

— solid waste disposal, and

— creating in the community an
awareness of pollution problems
and their mitigation.

A working committee was formed to
steer the project and it got down to
business straightaway by negotiating
with the Rasda Subdistrict Authority,
who are responsible for the fishery port
area, to arrange for garbage collection
from the premises. The RSA provided
two garbage trucks and agreed to
collect garbage every two days. Sixty
garbage bins — locally made from
used truck tyres — were purchased and
deployed at convenient locations.
Forty more were deployed later,
besides providing at twenty locations

An enthusiastic community sets down
to cleaning up Phuket Fishery Harbour

The Princess of Thailand visits Phuket Harbour and is briefed about the Cleaner Fishery Harbour activity
going on in the harbour.
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central collection points consisting of
sets of three large bins for separated
garbage. Arrangements were also made
for the collection of flotsam by ‘sea
gypsies’ (native islanders) using
small boats.
Meanwhile, several designs’ were
generated at the PMBC for posters and
stickers to convey the cleanliness
message. Finally, two designs each were
selected to highlight,oil and garbage
pollution. iWo thousand sets were
printed fordisplay at the FMOterminal,
private jetties, the tourist boat jetty and
at other fishery ports in Thailand. The
awareness campaign was flagged off
with an exhibition of posters and
photos at the Phuket Aquarium. This
exhibitIon coincided with the visit of
the Princess of Thailand.

Communty support and participation,
it was felt, would be the key to the
Project’s success. To achieve this, the
local school was approached to let the
children participate in a ‘Cleaner
Harbour Day’. There are many more
ideas to be put into practice — sales
of buttons and flags bearing the
Cleaner Fishery Harbour message,
competitions between jetties, usingthe
PA system and featuring articles and
information in a newsletter. The
people are enthusiastic and, hopefully,
this feeling will be sustained.

Provision of reception facilities for oily
waste is next on the agenda. Though
skeptical about its need, the working
committee has agreedthat this should be
tried on asmall scaleatthe FMOport to
assess its practicality. A1000-litre mobile
tanker, with a vacuum pump to drain
oily bilge water from boats, has been
procured. Afixedtanktoreceive thisoily
waste will also be installed and the oil
separated from the water will be sold.
More serious is the pollution of harbour
waters by the inflow of domestic sewage
from the town. Mitigation of this
problem is only possible by installing a
treatment plant with the outfall well out
at sea. Providing adequate fresh water
is another important requirement.
While these inputsare beyond the scope
of the present project, there is good
news! The Director General of Fishe-
ries, after visiting Phuket recently, has
agreed to a proposal for a larger
national project, under the DOF
budget, to address these issues. The
comment that the BOBP Project is a
catalyst is indeed coming true.
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Kakinada is an old port town in Andhra Pradesh, India. It is a
centre for the export of rice bran and tobacco. The town itself
has grown outward from the canal which meanders its way to
sea a few kiometres away. This canal, crowded with large wooden
barges that move cargo from ships anchored out atsea, hundreds
of fishing boats both modern and traditional, tugs, dredgers and
assorted other craft, gives an immediate impression of a town
buzzing with maritime activity. All along the canal banks there
is frenetic activity; boatbuilding, barge repairs, timber sawing and
the inevitable fish drying. The APFC Government Boatbuilding
Yard, popularly known as ‘The Boatyard’, is situateda fewminutes
walk from the town centre and right in the midst of all this bustle.
The boatyard, and its sister organization, The Fisheries Training
Institute, were set up as early as 1953 by the Department of
Fisheries to meet the needs of a fishing boat motorization
programme which also included the construction of motorized
boats of ‘modern’ design. It was viewed as a cornerstone of the
Department’s development efforts to uplift the fishing community.
Spread over two acres, the boatyard is well planned and has large
building bays, a machine shop, foundry, stores and a slipway.
It is equipped with all facilities for wood and metal work to make
it self-sufficient in the production of boats.

Starting with the motorization of the popular Kakinada nava in
1956, the boatyard has produced fishing boats in a wide variety
of sizes and materials, such as wood, ferrocement and fibre-
reinforced plastic (FRP). During the late 60’s andearly 70’s, the
‘trawler boom’ had its impact on the boatyard. Over 600 boats

of modified Bay of Bengal Programme (BOBP) designs were built
between 1968 and 1974 for the Departments of Fisheries of Andhra
Pradesh, and other maritime states of India, under their various
schemes of providing boats to fishermen. It must be noted that,
during this period, private boat-buildingwas limited to a few yards
not equipped to mass produce and, probably, unable to meet
specifications.

In Andhra Pradesh, as in many other states, the increasing
commercial importance of the fishery sector resulted in the
formation of several quasi-governmental agencies to commercially
tap the potential of boatbuilding. The Andhra Pradesh Fisheries
Corporation (APFC) was one such organization. It took over the
boatyard in 1974, to run it as a profit-making enterprise. The
reasons were fairly clear. Enormous funds were involved in the
many government-sponsored schemes, including cyclone relief,
for supply of fishing boats to fishermen and this was an
opportunity to meet the demand and make the boatyard self-
sustaining in one go.

It is debatable whether this was the right choice. Perhaps it could
have resulted ina more organized private sector otherwise. Perhaps
the boatyard should have limited itself to research and
development of new designs. The fact is, most of the ‘corporation’
boatyards soon became unprofitableand have been closed down.
Large overheads and the lack of a competitive edge over the
slowly-growing private sector, besides the drying up of schemes
to supply trawlers, have been the main reasons. The APFC
boatyard too is now a victim, but more about that later.
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In recent times there have been two noteworthy events that need
to be mentioned: The advent of FRP boatbuilding and the
construction of two 25-metre trawlers using teak! The former was
a result of BOBP’s beachlanding craft development and the latter
resulted from an Integrated Marine Fisheries Project with support
from the World Bank. These two proved a radical departure from
routine boatbuilding at the yard. Needless to say, these
developments were considered only because of the reputation of
the boatyard to meet the challenge of changing technology. While
building the largewooden trawlers was a daunting experience for
the yard, the rapid adaptation of FRP technology so alien to the
workforce was never imagined.
The end result of BOBP’s beachianding craft development was
the design of IND-20, an 8.5-metre FRP boat. During the
production of its prototype in Madras in 1982, threepersons from
the APFC boatyard (Messrs Babu Rao, Prasad and Swamiji) were
given hands-on training in FRP boatbuilding.
The formulation of several credit schemes for the introduction
of beachianding craft in India, viz, the NCDC, DRDA and HPS,
resulted in bulk orders for the IND-20 to be built at the Kakinada
boatyard. By 1986, the shift to FRP boat production was near
total. Till date, nearly 300 BLCs have been built. The initial
assistance from BOBP in streamlining FRP boat production and
supervision during construction was fully utilized by the boatyard
to establish confidence among the design team and workforce in
handling this versatile material. In fact, several nonfishing boats
were designed and built by the boatyard for the Indian Navy and
for the tourism industry in order to supplement earnings.

A major spinoff from all this FRP activity has been the ability
of the boatyard to adapt the new technology to meet the needs
of the traditional sector. The IND-20 hull was modified (stretched)
to produce the FRP nava, and FRP versions were made of the
popular teppa or kattumaram. The former is in great demand
among nava fishermen to exploit offshore shark resources and
the latter among fishermen from Puri as a low-cost alternative
to the BLC. Incidentally, both boats cost more than their tradi-
tional wooden counterparts, but the advantages of the material,
savings in maintenance costs and easier motorization have caused
the more affluent fishermen to opt for these designs.
The APFC boatyard has been a major partner of BOBP by
providing facilities for development work related to fishing craft.
It is perhaps the only institution in India at present that works
with development agencies (national or international).
Despite this enviable record, an alarming decision has now been
taken: to close this boatyard! It has become a victim of high
overheads and losses due to a surplus workforce. Perhaps a careful
look at pruning the costs and reverting to the original objective
of utilizing the boatyard as a leading edge of the development
effort could still save this institution and prevent a great loss not
only to the state of Andhra Pradesh but to the nation itself. An
alternative might be to privatize it as a commercial operation since
profitability is unlikely to result from developmental work. But
whatever the decision, the APFC boatyard, with its record of
pioneering several boat-building efforts, should not be left facing
closure. It is too valuable an asset.

— R.K.
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Radio Training Pays Dividends

The Bay of Bengal Programme’s
(BOBP) regional workshop on the use
of radio as a tool for fisheries exten-
sion and development, held in
Colombo a year and a half ago, was
primarily intended to share with the
member countries of BOBP the lear-
ning of the Shri Lanka fisherfolk radio
project. The workshop was well
attended and seems to have spun off
activities in three countries: Bangladesh
has established a weekly radio
programme for fisherfolk; Thailand
sought BOBP’s help to create
organizational strategy for a fisheries
radio programme which will, in time,
be broadcast from three dedicated
radio stations; and, the Maldives, with
the oldest fisherfolk radio programme
in the region, decided to make their
programming more participatory in
nature, and requested BOBP’s help to
train their staff.
Given the logistic problems of anation
with 201 inhabited islands scattered
over 90,000 square kilometres of the
Indian Ocean, radio has been the
binding force of the country. The twice
weekly radio broadcasts exclusively
aimed at fisherfolk are eagerly listened
to. However, the Voice of Maldives
(VOM) and the Ministry of Fisheries
and Agriculture (MOFA) were looking to
the future when formulating the request.

Fisherfolk are becoming increasingly
concerned about the sustainability of
their reef resources, given that at least
two fisheries, the beche de mer and the
giant clam, had run into problems with
overfishing in the recent past. MOFA
and other key ministries, like the
Ministry of Planning and Environment
andthe Ministry of Atolls Administra-
tion, have, as part of a much larger
exercise, already started on the task of
enabling sustainable development of
the country’s natural resources.
Manpower has always beena problem
in the Maldives, and the participation
of fisherfolk in managing the resources
was seen to be an absolute necessity,
simply because it would be impossible
to enforce unless fisherfolk understood
and wanted it.
Interestingly, another BOBP activity,
an extension projectwith MOFA, was
also looking at the same issues, and is

in Maldives
developing a manual to help fisherfolk
better understand the need for, and the
mechanisms of, reef resource manage-
ment. The cooperation that this project
received from VOM clearly showed
that radio can be a powerful tool for
building awareness and for initiating
the consultative processes that would,
in time, lead to management. It was in
this context that VOM and MOFA
requested BOBP to assist in training
staff, not only from VOM but, more
importantly, from MOFA and from
the islands, in participatory fisherfolk
radio programming.

In late April and early May 1993,
BOBP organized a training input,
during which Michael Pickstock of
World Radio for Environment and
Natural Resources (WREN), UK,
trained ten persons. Two were
producers from VOM, four came from
MOFA’s extension and marine
research sections, and four came from
the islands of Meemu Atoll, south of
Male, where BOBP’s extension work
is going on. In fact, one of the
islanders was a Magistrate, one was an
Assistant Island Chief, and the other
two belonged to the Atoll Chief’s
Office. The training covered both
theory and practice and included
hands-on experience during a field
recording trip to some of the islands

in Meemu Atoll. On their return, the
trainees put together radio
programmes based on their recordings
and VOM broadcast them.

As traiings go, it was a success. But
the real test of training is what
happens after the training! Andduring
a recent visit to the Maldives, BOBP
was told about what might be
described as a dividend from the
training.

Recently, some fisherfolk, who for the
most part exclusively target tuna in a
pole-and-line fishery, came across large
schools of sprat (avariety of anchovy)
which they netted and brought into
Male. The demand was good and so
were the prices and this encouraged the
fisherfolk to do more of the same.
Now Maldives depends on tuna both
for local consumptionand for export,
and the head of the municipal
organization in Male, who also
controls the fish market operation, was
concerned about fisherfolk diverting
their energies into a new fishery, at the
cost of tuna. He approached MOFA
and asked them to do something about
it. MOFA found themselves in a bit of
a spot: they knew this was a seasonal
fishery, and that a few fisherfolk, with
access to Male, would temporarily get
into it, because the economics made
sense, but would then go back to the

The trainees on their way to an island to record a programme. Trainer Michael
Pickstock is seated at the extreme right and Badru Naseer of the Voice ofMaldives

is seated extreme left.
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pole-and-line fishing of tuna as soon
as the season for sprat blew over. But
they did not want to dictate to
fisherfolk and tell them what to do.
And yet, some response was called for
to clarify the issue raised by the
Municipality.

In mulling over the options, Adam
Marnk, a young officer in the extension
section, who had been trained in radio,
suggested that perhaps the best way to
tackle the situation would be to do a
radio programme which would present
all sides of the issue, but from the

fisherfolk point of view. He studied the
issue, took his tape recorder and
started interviewing fisherfolk, fish
dealers, even some consumers and put
together a 15-minute programme which
gave a balanced view of the whole issue
and defused a rather tricky situation.

Here was a good instance of media
playing a mediating role by getting the
involved parties to share their views,
and resolve matters without direct
intervention of government. Without
the training, the officer may not have
thought of the option, and definitely
would not have been able to do
something about it even if he had.

One small step for radio; one slightly
bigger step for fisheries management.
With the Third Phase of BOBP, and
its focus on enabling fisheries manage-
ment, aroundthe corner,a good founda-
tion is already being laid with awareness
being enhancedat all levels. TheMaldives
may well have a headstart in evolving
participatory fisheries management
approaches, with fisheries officers
beginning to use the media as a tool of
fisheries extension and management.

— R.R.

The Government of Bangladesh
declared August 1-15, 1993 as Fish
Fortnight and celebrated it with fish
fairs, awareness buildingprogrammes,
workshops, reclamation of derelict
ponds, releasing offish fry in open
waters and campaigns to augmentfish
production and conservation ofopen
water resources. These programmes
were undertaken in the capital,
Dhaka, and at district and thana levels
all over the country.

The Government, concerned with the
gradual decline offisheryresources in
its waters due to overfishing,
environment degradation and
reduction in water areas, hopes to
create a social movement to build
awareness and to enable increased
production offish, while ensuring the
conservation of fishery resources in
the open waters.

The photograph shows Prime
Minister Begum Khaleda Zia releasing
fishfry into afloodplain near Dhaka.

Adam Manik receives his certificate at the end of the radio training programme
from Hassan Maniku, Director, Fisheries Research and Development.

Fish Fortnight ‘93 in Bangladesh
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India is best known as a shrimp fishing
nation. In the Sixties, high priority was
given to the development of export-
oriented shrimp fisheries and during
the next decade shrimp fishing turned
into a bonanza.
Although the importance of these
fisheries (trawling, gillnetting)
remained undisputed, fishing
entrepreneurs had, in later years, to
turn to other fisheries in the coastal
areas to cope with reducing catches and
rising operational costs resulting in
diminishing returns.

In the early Eighties, large pelagic
species made only a very small
contribution to the fish production in
India. Except in the Laccadives, where
pole-and-line fishing for tuna was the
predominant small-scale fishing
method, the Indian fishing fleet
concentrated its fishing effort on the
resources of the continental shelf,
where large pelagic species were only
occasionally caught. Eviderice,
however, from the operation on an
experimental basis of a few large as
well as small fishing boats in the
offshore areas pointed to the avail-

ability of large pelagic species in most
of the offshore waters of India.

Triggered by a Bay of Bengal
Programme (BOBP) demonstrationof
large pelagic fishing with a BLC
IND-20 in the Kakinada area, Andhra
Pradesh, in 1986, pelagic shark drift-
longlining as a fishing activity has
grown rapidly and there is, today, a
fleet of about six hundred fishing craft
operating from Andhra Pradesh and
Orissa. And more fishermen of India,
it appears, are turning to offshore
fisheries in search of good returns. For
instance, lucrative shark fishing has
caused a virtual gold rush in Pun,
Orissa (see Bay of Bengal News,
No. 46). A fleet of about two hundred
small multiday boats from Shri Lanka
too has been fishing for large pelagics
regularly in Indian offshore waters.

Obviously there is potential for the
development on a wider scaleof small-
scale offshore large pelagic fisheries in
India. However, there are too many
hurdles for the small-scale private
sector in India to develop this fishery
by itself. The main ones are:

— Limited knowledge of large
pelagic resources;

— Day boats being too small to fully
exploit the offshore resources;

— Market for tuna and • billfish
species not yet developed; and

— Viability of small-scale multiday
fishing operation still to be
established for India-based fishing
boats.

In an attempt to show that the hurdles
could be overcome, BOBP in 1989
provided assistance to the State
Fisheries Department of Tamil Nadu,
in South India, to demonstrate to the
private sector the technical and
economic viability of small-scale
multiday offshore fishing for large
pelagic species. Exploratory fishing
operations were to be conducted on a
commercial footing to establish
viability in a scenario that the private
sector could replicate.

Two multiday offshore fishing boats
(SRL-l5) built in Shri Lanka and used
by BOBP for driftnetting and drift-
longlining trials in Shri Lanka were

Large pelagic fishing in India
by 0 Pajot

(Sr. Fishing Technologist)

An SRL-15, loaded with catch, heading for the landing jetty at the Mpdras Fisheries Harbour.
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brought to India for these demonstra-
tions. This type of boat and its
fishing gear could easily be operatedby
small-scale fishermen with some
training.

To cover the south and east coasts of
Tamil Nadu, the fishing operation was
carried out from two bases that hadthe
required infrastructure and facilities —

Chinnamuttam in the south and
Madras in the east. Exploratory fishing
was carried out in offshore areas where
large pelagic species are available —

20-80 n miles from shore. Depending
on the type of operation, each fishing
trip lasted from two to four days. The
catch was preserved in ice for
marketing through commercial
channels.

Three years of fishing operations with
the two boats, from 1990 to 1993, did
not, however, provide all the
information required to support
investment by small-scale fishing
entrepreneurs in largepelagic fisheries.
But there were enough positive signs to
indicate the potential for development
of offshore areas and these reinforced
the view that largepelagic resources off
the coasts of Tamil Nadu could be
exploited by small fishing boats. They
also provided further evidence that the
scope for development of largepelagic
resources differs from species to
species, season to season and area to
area.

Perhaps the trials on the south andeast
coast were not intensive enough and
two boats too small a sample to
arrive at firm conclusions. More
fishing trials carried out commercially
with more boats are required. But a
foray into offshore fishing for large
pelagics using small boats had been
made and the learning will come in
good stead.

What have we learnt?

The market is of paramount impor-
tance to the success of a new fishing
activity. In small-scale fisheries, high
catch rates seldomcompensate for low
market prices of fish. If they do so, it
is not for long. It proved to be so in
this exercise.

Because of good demand and relatively
high prices in domestic and export
markets, pelagic shark were the main

source of revenue. The market for
shark has developed significantly since
1986 and continued to do so during the
trials. It is the most established among
large pelagic species in India. Though
the increase in price of pelagic shark
may not be as high as in the past and
may even stagnate in the near future,
it will very likely continue to be the
most marketable of the large pelagic
species for years to come because of
the large price difference with other
species. The sharktrade was discussed
in the Bay ofBengal News of Decem-
ber 1992 (No. 48).

Unlike shark, the market for tuna and
billfish species has not developed.
These species have a demand in the
local market, but at very low
prices and as substitutes for other
low-priced species. The export market
for these species has also not been
developed. Unless ways and means to
preserve, process and export
these species are established, this
situation will prevail and these
resources will not be attractive to the
fishermen. Among the tuna species,
large tuna, available mainly at greater
depths, maybe the most promising fish
to target.

The size of the SRL-15 offshore boat
is suitable only for about three-day
trips. The experiences during the last
three years strongly suggest that
commercial exploitation of India’s
large pelagic species resources would
require larger boats with endurance at
sea of 7 or 8 days. This is particularly
evident on the south and west coasts
of India where the continental shelf
extends from 40 to 60 n miles from the
shore, making access to large pelagic
resources difficult with a small boat.
Also, successful round-the-year
offshore fishing operations not only
need to be diversified but also have to
be carried out in as large a
geographical area as possible due to the
migratory nature of large pelagic
resources.

Potential investors in small-scale
offshore fisheries believe that existing
3-6 t motorized boats could, with some
improvements, do the same 2- or 3-day
fishing trips as SRL-15s but at lower
investment costs. Looking back to the
development of other fisheries in
India, they are not wrong. Wooden

navas were preferred to BLCs for
offshore shark drift-longlining. The
demonstration of drift-longlining with
a BLC in Kakinada first resulted in a
nava shark drift-longline fishery
because these fishing craft were
availabi,e, were cheap and were
something with which the fishermen
were familiar. This is the same case in
Tamil Nadu;

Existing 3-6 t motorizdd boats engaged
in coastal fisheries in Tamil Nadu are
underutilized, most of them are paid
for andthey are much cheaper to build
than the SRL-15 type boats. These
pablo type boats already engaged in
coastal fisheries and shark bottomset
longlining in deep waters on the east
and south coasts, are likely to be the
most feasible boats for small-scale
offshore large pelagic fishing opera-
tions in Tamil Nadu. Encouraging the
entry of these improved boats in
offshore day and multiday fisheries
would be the first practical step in the
right direction and would be a step
fishermen and fishing entrepreneurs
would welcome.

Viability
For a boat to be viable it needs to be
well-equipped with diversified fishing
gear in adequate quantity. Revenue
being a sensitive area of viability, the
experiences in Chinnamuttam and
Madrasshowed that more intensive use
of drift-longlines for shark would
significantly increase the viability of
the offshore fishing operation. The
catch of large tuna with shark drift-
longlines also indicated that largetuna
drift-longlines used at greater depths
may be feasible and reduce the lean
fishing time in offshore areas. Good
supply of wholebait fish for tuna drift-
longlining is available at a reasonable
cost and should facilitate the develop-
ment of small-scale drift-longlining
forshark and tuna fisheries. Driftnets,
a well known fishing gear for
catching large pelagic species close to
the surface, have not been very
efficient and cost-effective so far in
India.

This subproject may not have been a
great success in bringing new
innovations to small-scale offshore
fishing, but it certainly has been one
more exercise which convinced various
official and private parties that, when
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planning developmentof large pelagic
fisheries, the small-scale sector must
also be thought of. Six years ago, large
pelagic fishing in India was only
thought of as a large-scale operation
involving mainly foreign-owned ocean-
going vessels. That has definitely
changed. Large pelagic resources are,
if not the main, one of the main
resources still to be developed in India.
What share of that resource will be
exploited by the small-scale sector will
depend very much on the level of
cooperaUon between the Government
of India, the state governments and
the small-scale sector. Without
financial management, technical
knowhow and support, the small-scale
sector will not be able to get a fair
share of the offshore large pelagic
resources.

Shark and tuna fishing
in India at present

Of the large pelagic resources, shark
are the most exploited all along the east

coast. The level of exploitation on the
east coast of Tamil Nadu is less than
in the states of Orissa and Andhra
Pradesh, but is growing slowly and will
continue to do so.

But shark, being a longliving species
and with a very good market, are
becoming a vulnerable resource. Rapid
expansion of fishing effort by Indian-
based fishing boats on the east coast
could lead to resource depletion.
Monitoring the expansion of the
local and foreign fleet of boats
should be given due consideration
(see ‘Pelagic Sharks in the Indian
Ocean’, Bay of Bengal News,
No. 48).

Tuna and billfish species, on the other
hand, are not commercially exploited
by small India-based fishing craft. But
early demonstrations in Andhra
Pradeshand Tamil Nadu as well as this
exercise have not resulted in a
commercial fishery. The catch rate of
these species do not compensate for the

low market prices to make this fishery
feasible. Worse, these species are
mainly caught by driftnets which are
expensive to makeand very risky to use
on the east coast due t.o predators such
as the large skate.

Going by the experience in Shri Lanka
and the learnings from the trials in
Tamil Nadu, development of the
offshore fishery for large pelagic
species — whether shark, tuna or
billfish — will best be achieved step by
step. Fisherfolk need time to adopt
new technologies and commit and
adapt themselvesto anew way of life,
which offshore fishing will demand.
New fishing boats, built in India, will
almost certainly need government
subsidy if small-scale fishing entre-
preneurs are to be encouraged to
venture into this fishery. Most impor-
tantly, measures should be taken at the
outset to prevent uncontrolled develop.
ment. Let it not be another case of
killing the goose that lays the golden
egg.

An SRL-1S unloads a shark into a kattumaram in the Madras Fisheries Harbour to be taken to the auctioning point.
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Can “Trickle Down” Economics
Work in the Shrimp Culture Industry?

Shrimp culture is booming all over Asia. But will any of the wealth reach coastal fitherfolk? BOBP

If you should happen by the banks of
the Ishamati River on the India-
Bangladesh border in February or
March, the sight of thousands of
people, mostly women and children,
lining the river bank will astound you!
Upon closer inspection, you’ll see they
are all tending nets jutting out from the
bank into the river’s swiftly flowing
current. Much to your amazement,
when you peer into their aluminum
and clay hundis, you may not see much
until your nose is almost in the water!
Then, suddenly, you notice hundreds
of tiny ‘threads’ darting about in the
murky water. You’re looking at the
dark stripe along the backof the tiger
shrimp post-larva or fry or ‘seed.’

The scene you’ve witnessed along the
banks of the Ishamati River is repeated
in every tidal stream andchannel from
the sea beaches of Cox’s Bazar in
southeastern Bangladesh to the
backwaters of Andhra Pradesh, Orissa
and West Bengal in India during the
northeast monsoon. What has brought
on this frenetic activity and who
exactly are the ‘fry catchers’?

The seemingly insatiable hunger .of
Japanese and American consumers for
shrimp has touched even the remote
coastal areas of South Asia, where the
desperately poor fisherfolk have been
galvanized into capturing more and
more tiger shrimp fry to stock the
shrimp ponds that ring the coastal
zones of the Bay of Bengal. Has
Buckminster Fuller’s ‘global village’
come to this?

Let’s backtrack a moment and
consider what’s happening in the
shrimp industry. Globally, total
production of shrimp and prawn has
increased from 1,920,000 tin 1984 to
2,530,000 tin 1990. As marine shrimp
stocks have come under increasing
fishing pressure, rising prices have
made shrimp farming possible. Thus,
the cultured shrimp and prawn harvest
grew from 163,000 t in 1984 to
600,000 tin 1990, comprising an ever-
increasing percentage of world
production. Indian aquaculture
production exploded from 10,000 t in
1984 to 26,000 t in the same period!
We can be pretty sure the proportion

of cultured shrimp ‘will increase as
capture fisheries continue to decline.

Shrimp were traditionally harvested
along with finfish from brackishwater
ponds, particularly in Indonesia, the
Philippines and West Bengal. Yields
were low and much of the production
was for local consumption. Several
decades ago, brackishwater fish
farmers discovered that intentionally
stocking shrimp fry would dramatically
increase income. During fishing for
milkfish fry, Indonesian and Filipino
fry catchers caught the tiger shrimp
‘seed.’ Thus, traditional, extensive
shrimp culture developed along with
fish culture.

About 30 years ago, the first
commercial shrimp hatcheries were
established in Japan. Whilenot directly
applicable to tropical species. the
success of the technology stimulated
research in both Latin America and
SoutheastAsia. Eventually, the success
of hatchery technology led to very
intensive monoculture of shrimp. The
tiger shrimp, Penaeus monodon,
proved to be the most profitable
species in tropical Asia. It’s larvae can
be readily produced in large numbers
in hatcheries with relatively simple
technology and it grows rapidly in
brackishwater ponds, even when
stocked at high density. With these
developments, investor interest in
shrimp culture quickened in the early
80’s and modern shrimp farms are
today found throughout the Southeast
Asian region.

Hatchery development, however, is
lagging in India and Bangladesh (South
Asia) in relation to the demand for fry.
Hence, the industry in these countries
depends overwhelmingly oh wild fry
and will probably continue to do so for
some time. This dependence has
created income opportunities where
none existed before. It is a relatively
rare example of an export industry

tried to introduce nursery cage
get betterprices for their catch.

culture to fry- catchers in West Bengal and Bangladesh to help them
Charles Angell, BOBP’s Senior Aquaculturist reports on the results.

Woman catching fry at Dubda levy gate, West Bengal.
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benefiting landless rural folk. Surveys
done by the Bay of Bengal Programme
(BOBP) and other organizations
indicate that tens of thousands
of people are directly involved in
shrimp fry-catching in India and
Bangladesh. Employment is also
generated in the trading and marketing
system that has grown apace with the
increasing demand for shrimp fry.

Fry-catching is a seasonal occupation.
Catches and prices fluctuate during the
season. Each fry-catcher hauls in only
a few hundred or, at best, a few
thousand fry during the fishing period
of three days on either side of the full
moon and new moon. Dealing in such
small quantities, they have no market
leverage.

The delicate fry are severely stressed
during fishing, sorting, counting and
their journey through the market
chain. Mortality at each step ranges
from 20 to 50 per cent. On top of the
poor handling, farming practices in
most of the extensive ponds of the
region are crude. From collection to
harvest, wild frymortality is probably
in the neighbourhood of 90 per cent,
representing a shameful waste of a
valuable resource!

There are also nagging questions as to
the effect of fry-catching on the
offshore shrimp fishery as well as the
estuarine ecosystem. Studies done by

the Central Institute of Brackishwater
Fisheries (CIBA) in West Bengal
estimated that several thousand million
fry and larvae of species other than
tiger shrimp may be destroyedand that
only0.6 to 36 per cent (at most) of the
catch consists of P. monodon fry!

Involvement in hatchery production
and grQw-out operations are out of the
question for coastal fisherfolk. Most
of the communities are destitute, with
no access to land or capital. Possible
alternatives, for example bivalve
molluscs, are not viable at this point
in time. Domestic markets are too
limited andsuch productsare unlikely
to be competitive in international
markets. While there are a few local
exceptions, BOBP felt that alternative
species would require a great deal more
research and are not suitable for the
type of community-based pilot projects
it normally undertakes.

Several studies funded by BOBP
revealed common problems in both
West Bengal and Bangladesh. It
commissioned a rapid ruralassessment
by the Indian Insiitute of Management
in the coastal districts of West Bengal.
The RRA reinforced BOBP’s initial
impressions that fry-catching was a
significant and, often, sole source of
income for thousands of coastal
fisherfolk. The percentage of families
involved in shrimp fry-collection varied

from 41 to 67 per cent in the three
areas surveyed in West Bengal.
Women and children numerically
dominated the fry catching
community. Medinipur District, in the
southern part of West Bengal, was
identified as the most disadvantaged in
terms of income generated through fry
sales due to its remoteness from the
main market centres (Figure 1).

The farming area in West &ngal is
North 24 Parganas. Shrimp fry-
collection is widespread in the southern
part of the district, where, as in
Medinipur, women are very much
involved in the fry-catching. BOBP
attention focused on the small village
of Moynapara, near Kakdwip.

Shrimp culture in Bangladesh is
concentrated in the southwestern and
southeastern coastal regions. Extensive
farming, using low stocking densities
and rudimentary water management is
still the rule, but some intensification
is taking place. Several of the best
shrimp farms are to be found in the
Cox’s Bazar District of southeastern

• Bangladesh. Tiger shrimp fry collected
in the district are sold not only to the
Chokaria shrimp farms but are
marketed as far away as Satkhira, in
southwestern Bangladesh. The only
shrimp hatcheries in the country are
located on the Kalitali beach. Several
nurseries on the same beach purchase
fry from the catchers, hold them
several days and then sell them to local
farmers or ship the fry to Satkhira
buyers.

UBINIG, a Dhaka-based NGO,
undertook a short-term study of the
fry-catchers and their communities in
both Satkhira and Cox’s Bazar. The
general picture that emerged was
similar to the situation in West
Bengal — few employment opportuni-
ties, veryhigh illiteracy and low status
of women. Here too, women and
children were very much involved in
fry-catching and sorting. The latter is
an important aspect of fry-catching
and can consume considerable time.

UBINIG found strong interest in the
idea of shrimp fry nursing amongst the
fry-catchers of Mognamapara, located
on a branch of the Matamuri River
(Figure 2). Villagers were willing to
participate in trials, even though they
understood the outcome would be
uncertain. Marketing problems would
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be•few since Mognamapara is located
in the midst of the shrimp farming
region of Cox’s Bazar.

Market data collected in 1990 during
the UBINIG survey and by
SANLAAP in West Bengal revealed
that relatively low prices were paid to
fry-catcners who usually sold very
small quantities. Larger fry and
juveniles, although scarce, fetched
higher prices. If collectors could hold
their fry, or rear them tojuvenile stage,
they might get higher prices.

Nursery rearing of tiger shrimp fry is
widely practised in the Philippines and
Indonesia, opening an opportunity for
technolcgy transfer. The method of
choice was cage culture because it is
relatively cheap and does not require
land acquisition.

With the help of SANLAAP, nursery
cage culture was undertaken in
Ramnagar. The first approach focused
on households. Everyone in the family
who wished could be involved. The
cages were supplied to each of the ten
participants. Because these where trials
with an unknown outcome,
SANLAAP purchased fry forstocking
the cages from the participants. They
would then look after them and repay
the purchase cost of the fry in the event
of any profit.

The participants were organized
and encouraged by a motivator,
Ms. Pompa Biswas. Pompa lived in
the village, maintaining almost daily
contact with all the participants. She
encouraged and assisted the
involvement of female household
members in the activities.

Henrik Nielsen, a BOBP aquaculturist,
trained the group in cage construction,
operation and maintenance. The
standard cage consisted of a bamboo
frame 6 m x 3 m with 4 or 6 floats
to hold it up. Th•ree happas were
suspended inside the frame, two of
whichmeasured 2m x lm x im and
the third had dimensions ef
2 m x 3 m x 1 m.

Post-larvae were to be stocked in the
first cage and then sorted into the
second and third as they grew. In
practice, most batches were not sorted,
but simply held in one happa (cage)
throughout the nurseryperiod of 4 to
40 days. Stocking rates varied, as
shown in the Table 1. The post-larvae

were fed a paste of ground fish and
small prawns caught by the shrimp fry
collectors during their search for tiger
shrimp post-larvae. The paste was
spread on a screen, dried in the sun a
few hours, following which the screen
was suspended inside the happa.

The results of the 1990-91 season
(Table 1) were quite variable. Out of
15 trials, nine showed some positive
revenue, although in some cases this
was too small to realize a profit after
deducting feeding and amortization
costs. Nonetheless, the experience of
that first season indicated that cage
culture could be profitable given the
right circumstances.

Changes in fry availability during the
1991-92 and 92-93 seasons have shed
doubt on the initial optimism. Tiger
shrimp fry have become scarce in the
tidal channels and creeks in both
Medinipur and Cox’s Bazar. It has
become increasingly difficult to stock
the cages to capacity and maintain
production targets. The highest price
fry catchers could obtain during the
1990-91 season was IR5* 200/1000. By
1993, this hadrisen to IRs* 300. Prices
held very firm even as the season drew
to a close. For example, during April
1991, PL’s started the month at
IRs 118/1000 and finished at IRs 95.
In 1993, the same period saw dramatic
increases to IRs 270 and 300, respec-
tively! This looked very favourable,
but any gains were offset by the fry
shortage (See Table 2).

Fig. 2. Project location map
indicating nursery cage culture site
in southwestern Bangladesh.

A similar situation has prevailed in
Bangladesh. While fry catches along
the beaches of the Bay of Bengal
appear to hold good, abundance has
dropped in the tidal channels of the
Chokaria, where Mognamapara is
located. Prices for nursed juveniles
reached Tk** 400/1000 for large lots!
Unable to fully stock all their cages,
the Mognamapara participants could
not take advantage of the improved
prices! UBINIG was forced to
purchase fry from sea beach collectors
to get enough stocking material to
evaluate technical aspects of nursery
cage culture. Because of the narrow
price margin that resulted, most of the
trials lost heavily.

Table 1 Results from first year of culture at Ramnagar

Culture No. Survival Price at Price Revenue
Trial Participants days No. stocked harvested rate % stocking harvested Rs.

Rs/1000

A 40 6500 1600 25 50 120 .133

B 40 6500 4300 66 50 120 91

C 40 10000 2800 28 50 120 .164
I D 40 6000 4000 67 50 120 180

E 40 10000 3490 35 50 120 -81

F 40 9000 3940 44 50 120 23

G 40 6500 2536 39 50 120 .21
H + I + J 40 3x10000 17064 57 50 120 548

D 21 15000 8402 56 50 100 90

II H 21 7200 4800 67 50 100 120

1 21 7000 5003 71 50 100 150

J 21 5000 4200 84 50 100 170

III J 10 4000 3200 80 50 100 120

IV D 14 8944 4300 48 50 100 17

V D 4 6712 700 10 50 100 -265
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Cagedesignandrearingprotocolswere
almostidenticalto thoseemployedby
the West Bengal participants,with a
notableexception.TheMognamapara
groupobservedthat PL’s were quite
weakandtendedto bepushed intothe
happawallsby thestrongtidal currents
prevailingat the site. They suggested
digginganintermediatenurserypond
in the intertidal zone. Tworaftswere
set up in the pond, and,indeed, sur-
vival improvedsignificantly asaresult.
Fry were usually transferredto the
openwater cagesafter3 - 5 days in the
transition pond, although on two
occasions,sales weredirectly from the
transition pondcages.The resultsof
thetrials (Table3) werequitenegative.
Only two out of eight attemptsmade
a slight profit.

Cage nursery culture becamequite
risky attheend ofthe seasonin June.
Sudden,unpredictableheavyrainfall
ledto greatly reducedsurvival in both
transitionpond.andopenwatercages
in bothRamnagarandMognamapara.
At the end of thetrials at Ramnagar,
3600fry remainingin thetrial cagewere
killed by a suddendownpourwhich
reducedsalinity toOpptin afewhours!

Muchorganizationwork andsupport-
ing serviceswere requiredto provide
a framework within which the trials
could be carriedon. The two NGO’s
that worked with us, UBINIG in
Bangladeshand SANLAAP in West
Bengal, were key elements in the
process. Selecting participants is
fraught with problemsandit is only
through the day-to-day contact of
NGO staff with villagers that the
necessaryrapportcan be built.

Both UBINIG andSANLAAP became
deeply involved in community
developmentissues.UBINIG launched

a wide-ranging programme in
Mognamapara. Activities included
mangrove reforestation, savings
schemes,pre-andpost-natalcare for
mothers, women’s literacy, a self-
supportingprimaryschoolandmany
otheractivities. The programmewas
developed withUBINIG’s funds.More
than600 families were involved.

SANLAAP concentratedon girls’
educationandadultliteracy,settingup
13 resource centres. In 1993, they
introducedfreshwater fish culture in
severalleased ponds.Theresultswere
so encouragingthat SANLAAP
intends expandingits efforts in this
area. The organization has secured
funding from Germany,assuringthe
continuationof their work.

And that is the most constructive
aspect,of theNGOinvolvement.Their
committmentis along-termoneandall
theactivitieswill continuebeyondthe
demise of BOBP’s involvement.
Technological innovationby itself will
lead nowhere without the basic
improvements.A strong foundation

for developmenthas beenset in the
villages — a very positive spinoff!
The jury •is still out on nurserycage
culture.Tigershrimpfry nursingwill
have to be tried over a ‘much wider
area.Possiblesitesexistin Orissaand
Andhra Pradesh,as well as West
Bengal.Unlessfry becomemoreabun-
dant in the tidal channelsof Cox’s
Bazar,nurserycagescannotbeviable
if wild fry continue to be the only
sourceof stocking material.

Linking tiger shrimp fry nursing
with hatchery sources of PL can
develop as the hatchery industry
expands, particularly in India. The
biggest issue will be the price of
PL510’s at the hatchery.Fry-catcher
groups will have to be strongly
supportedby an NGO which can
financethe basicinputs.
Thequestionremains:“Canabitof the
wealthfromtheshrimpculturebonanza
trickle down to the fisherfolk?”

* US$1 = IRs23appx.(1991)= lRs3lappx.

(1993)
US$ 1 = 1k 39 appx. (1991-1993)

Table 3: Results of nursery cage culture trials at Mognamapara, 1993

Table 2 : Results of nursery cage culture at Ramnagar, 1993

Week No. stocked Purchase No. fry in Selling
price Total No. sold cageafter price Sales

lRs/1000 cost, IRs sales IRs/IOtA) IRs

14 2766 180-200 497 — 2766 — —

15 1030 180 228 2180 1616 270 589

16 732 180-200 115 — 2348 — —

17 1185 180 247 1000 2533 300 300

18 160 180 29 575 2118 250 144

19 1594 160 255 855 2857 230 200

20 629 160 107 — 3486. —. —

21 290 160 47 — 3776 — —

22 2460 60 147 650 5586 180 117

23 — — — 1983 3603 157 298

Total 10846 1672 7243 — — 1648

% Survival 66.8%

Revenue -24 IRS

TRANSITIONNURSERYPOND OPENWATERCAGES

Trial No. No. TX! Total Rearing Survival No. Rearing Cost, Selling Grass
Week stocked 1000 cost days Yield (%) stocked days Yield TK/1000 price Gross income Survival

TK/i000 revenue TX ¼

12 14621 200 2924 5 10650 72.8 Sold directly from transitionpond 300 3195 271 —

2 14 6482 230 1491 5 5993 92.5 3744 5 2701 — 300 810 -51 72.1

3 14 5625 230 1294 5 3625 64.4 22259 9 11373 200 • 270 3071 .1381 51.1
4 16 7529 230 1732 4 6205 82.4 6205 4 3863 — 300 1159 -573 62.3

5 16 11073 230 2547 3 9809 88.6 9809 4 6821 — 300 2046 -500 69.5
6 16 Stockeddirectly in openwatercages 11349 5 4856 230 300 1457 .1153 42.8

7 18 35810 200 7162 12 • 5389 15.0 Sold directlyfrom transitionpond 300 1617 .5545
8 20 20654 200 4131 4 • 14334 69.4 14334 4 5591. — 300 4300 169 39.01
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Asian DevelopmentBank lendsa hand
to develop Shri Lanka’s fisheries

Shri Lankais currentlyimplementing
asix-year(1993-1998),US $ 33 million
fisheriesprojectwith the assistanceof
an Asian DevelopmentBank (ADB)
loan.

TheADB’s loanamountsto US $ 26m
(79%).TheShri LankaGovernment’s
contributionis US $4.1 m(12°lo)and
thebalancewill bemet by commercial
banks, participatingcredit agencies,
NGOs, sub-borrowers andthe
cooperatives.

The project will initially cover the
coastalareasof the NorthWestern,
Westernand SouthernProvincesof
Shri Lanka. This includes the
administrationdistricts of Puttalam,
Gampaha, Colombo, Kalutara,Galle,
Mataraand Hambantota.

This project, along with a technical
assistanceprojecton marinefisheries

management, funded by UNDP,
forms the cornerstone of the
Governmentof Shri Lanka’songoing
Fisheries Development Plan
(1990-1994). The project implemen-
tation has been so designed as to
interactand coordinateclosely with the
UNDP project and its endeavourto
build and strengthenfisheries
management.Theprojectencompasses
severalsubsectors withinfisheries,the
more important of which are
infrastructure, fishing community
development, credit, research and
training.

The primaryobjectivesof theproject
are to:

— Increase fish production and
fishermen’searnings;

— Improve resource usewhile
ensuring theirsustainabiity;and

— Strengthenthe institutions and
agencies whichsupportandserve
the fishing industry.

The project will haveas its primary
focusthe rehabilitationof selectedall-
weather fishing harbours and
anchoragesto enable offshore and
coastal fishingfleetsto increasetheir
fishing efforts and improve their
economic efficiency. Together with
coastal protection and conservation
measures in selected fishing
communities, the project will help
small-scalefishermendiversify their
livelihood to shore-based,. fishery-
related and nonfishery -activities,
therebycontributing to the Govern-
ment’s objectiveof growth-oriented
povertyalleviation.

The project comprisesthe following
subprojects:

ThecrowdedNegombofishing harbour — to beassessedfor rehabilitation.
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1. Individual harbour anchorage
rehabilitation (54.4% of expendi-
ture)

Coastal engineering studies and
environmentalimpactassessments
are to beconductedin theexisting
fishery harbours at Chilaw,
Negombo and Puranwellawhile
preliminaryengineering studieswill
be carried out at Dikkowita
(near Colombo), Panadura,
Ambalangoda, Hikkaduwa,
Dodanduwa, Kapparatota,Kotte-
goda, Gandara,Kudawella and
Hambantota. Based on the
findings, rehabilitation is to be
undertakento ensure that the
harboursand anchorageswill be
ableto providethe servicesrequired
to supportmultiday offshoreand
deepsea fishing.Therehabilitation
programmewill includedredging,
repairandconstructionof marine
structures— suchasjetties,break-
waters, quay walls, revetments,
cutoffwalls — rockexcavation,and
associatedfacilties andservices.

2. FIshing community development
(22.8% of expenditure)

Thishasthreecomponents.Oneis
coastalconservationandprotection,
whichcomprisescoastalinvestiga-
tions, aerial surveys and base
mappingas well asconstructionof
coast protection structuresat six
coastalsitesin theprojectarea.The
sites chosen are Kandakuliya,
Ambakandawalain Puttalam
District, Payagala inKalutara
DistrictandKottegoda,Mirissaand
Edandamullain Matara District.

The secondcomponentis social
infrastructuredevelopment,which
aims at upgrading and
strengtheningthe basic social
infrastructure and amenities in
fishingvillages,particularlyaccess
roads, toiletsanddrinking water,
healthandeducationfacilitiesand
marketingandotherinfrastructure.

The third component is the
provision of credit and requisite
trainingto help fishermenandrural
womendiversifytheir livelihoodto
onshoreactivities. The two latter
componentswill besupportedby a
social mobilization programme.
Onenoteworthyaspectaboutsocial
infrastructuredevelopmentwill be
thatit Will involve totalbeneficiary

participationat all levels; village-
level activitieswill beimplemented
and supervised by village-level
organizationsthemselves.

3. Research and institutional support
(20.8% ofexpenditure)
This subprojectaims at streng-
theningtheresearchefforts of the
National Aquatic Resources
Agency. This will be done by
providing two specializedvessels
with facilities andexpertsfor the
conductof an exploratoEyfishing
and stock assessmentsurvey of
Shri Lanka’scoastalandoffshore
fisheries resourcesin order to
provideabasisfor moresystematic
exploitation and monitoring
subsequently.Assistancewill also
be provided for the following
throughappropriatetraining:

— Upgrading the multiday
fishing skills of the crewsof
bigger fishing vessels;

— Improving the capabilitiesof
the Fishery Harbours
Corporation and the Coast
ConservationDepartmentto
undertake environment-
relatedassessments;

— Improvingthe capabilitiesof
the trainersin the National
Instituteof FisheriesTraining,
and

— Upgrading of the
organizationaland extension
capabilitiesof the Department
of Fisheries.

The project will also assist in the
establishmentof a project benefit
monitoring system and provide
facilitiesandequipmentto improve the
functioning of the Ministry and its
agencies.

— C.F.

— Upgradingthemanagementof
fisheriescooperativesocieties;
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LETTERS TO THE PUBLISHER

End-user focus
It was a great disappointmentto learn about the future
fundingprospectsfor BOBP in the June1993 issueof the
Bay ofBengal News. I learnedaboutBOBPwhenI worked
temporarilyat Chilika Lake,Onssa,India,aspartof aCIDA
(CanadianInternationalDevelopmentAgency)feasibility and
designprojectin 1991. My work in India was facilitatedby
theBOBP’spublicationsandI havekeptabreastof BOBP’s
recentwork by readingthe Bay of Bengal News.

Onething that impressedme aboutBOBP is the applied,
end-userfocusof the programme,and thepracticalnature
and value of the projects. Basedon a world-wide com-
parison,the BOBP standsasa prime exampleof effective
foreignaid development.It will be a significantloss to the
countriesof theBay of Bengal regionif the programmeis
terminated.

In view of the high humanpopulationgrowth in the Bay
of Bengal region,and the real prospectsfor intensified
fisheriesresourceutilizationin the future,it will beapositive
legacyto futuregenerationsif internationalsupportenables
the programmeto continueand be enhanced.

David A Levy, PhD.
Hatfield ConsultantsLtd., (HCL)
201 - 1571 BellevueAvenue
West Vanáouver,B.C.
CanadaV7V lA6

Increasing knowledge
It wasverydishearteningto readin theBay ofBengal News
that donor nationsto, BOBP havedoubtsaboutthevalidity
andusefulnessof suchregional programmes.

I do not know aboutotherregions,but we havefor many
yearsbeenregularly receivingfrom BOBP printed material
and information on request and these have definitely
benefitedus all, increasing‘our knowledgeand giving us a
wider view on fishing and aquacultureactivities. Through
theprintedinformation,we havebeen ableto compareand
studyfishing methods,equipment,design,maintenanceetc.
beingpractisedby uswith that inotherplacesandhave tried
to adaptand adjust tobettermethodsand ways.

It is said that ‘Knowledgeis Power’. If this is so, then,for
us, BOBP’sindirecthelp throughprinted information has
increasedour knowledgemany-fold and has definitely
benefitedus.WesincerelyhopeBOBP is keptalive for many
moreyearsandmayit keepup itsgoodwork in thoseyears.

Nilasaila Nayak
P 0 Ranital, BalasoreDt.
Orissa

Impact outside region
Theimpactof BOBP’swork outsidetheregionhasbeenvery
impressive,andwehave beenableto collectalargeamount
of valuable informationon the fishing pattern, fishing
activities, changingscenarioin the small-scalesectorand
introductionanddemonstrationof moreefficientcraft and
gear. Further, its Newsletters, Working Papers, and
periodic Reports have providedus with much-needed
information on the small-scalefisheries developmentin
neighbouringcountries,suchas ShriLanka andMaldives.

I hopeandwish that the thirdphaseof theProgrammewill
materialize,andwewill be fedwith multifariousinformation
on the developmentandmanagementof marine fisheries
alongthecoastalwatersof India, Shri Lanka,Bangladesh,
Maldivesand AndamanandNicobar Islands(India).

I hope that the validity andusefulnessof this Regional
Programmein a wider contextwill be appreciatedby the
Donor Nations.

Dr P ParameswaranPillai
Principal ScientistandHead,
Pelagic FisheriesDivision
CentralMarine FisheriesResearchInstitute (ICAR)
Cochin682 014, Kerala

A viable strategy
I subscribeto theview thata reallymodernandcomprehen-
sivesubjectcalled ‘Small-scaleFisheryDevelopment’started
only in 1980, with the 19th IPFC Conferenceat Kyoto
(Japan).Theproceedingsof this conference,alongwith the
‘Small FarmersDevelopmentManual 1976’, form a code
onSSFDevelopment.All publicationsprior to these,inclu-
sive of ‘AdvancesinAquaculture1976’, aresectoral,incom-
plete,tootheoretical,andareof limited validity. In away, the
Bay of Bengal News updatesone’s knowledgeon fishery
developmenton the lines laid down by thesetwo seminal
documents and maintains a consistently international
standard.
The strategy followedby BOBPis perhapstheonly viable
one for SSFDevelopment.So the practicalvalidity of the
newsletteris second to none.The only problemis that it is
noteasilyaccessibleto thosewho would benefit mostfrom it.

BOBPshould
— initiate NGOs actively in the developmentprocess,

meetingwith themoncea yearin the8/9 maritimestate
capitalsof India andsendingthemtheBOBN regularly;

— requestnewspaperspublished in local languagesto
translatein their languagesthe BOBN;

— exposeExtensionOfficers atthe grassrootslevel to its
films and the BOBN.

A.K. Ghorai,lAS (Retd.)
CD 245, Salt Lake,
Calcutta700 064
West Bengal
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NEW PUBLICATIONS
BOBP/WP/86— NurseryRearing of Tiger
ShrimpPost-larvaeIn WestBengal,India
This paperdescribestrials with nursery rearing
of thetiger shrimp(Penaeusmonodon)in floating
cagesin Ramnagar, MedinipurDistrict, West
Bengal, India, from 1990 to 1992. The purpose
wastointroduceatechnologyby whichthefry-
catcherscouldaugmenttheirincomeby nursing
theshrimpfry to alargersize,with highermarket
value,andbein abetterbargainingpositionvis-
a-visthetraders.Thetrials wereundertakenby
a groupof shrimp fry-catchers,with support
from theBayof BengalProgramme(BOBP).

BOBP/WP/87— MarketStudyof TigerShrimp
FryIn WestBengal,India.
Rice-fish polyculture in bheries (enclosed
paddyfields)has been atradition in theWest
Bengal delta.With the growing shrimpexport
market,shrimpculturein thebherieshasproved
economicallyattractiveandthesupplyof tiger
shrimpfry to thebherlesis now, aburgeoning
businessin West Bengal.The Bay of Bengal
Programme(BOBP), at the request of the
Government of West Bengal, studied the
problemsconnectedwith the supply of tiger
shrimp fry to thebheries.Theproblemswereseen
asaconstraintto thedevelopmentofthemainly
export-oriented shrimp cultureindustry.BOBP
lookedinto both naturalcollectionandhatchery-
rearedsupplyof shrimp fry. Thestudywasseen
asastep towardsabetterunderstandingof the
existingtiger shrimpfrymarketandthefisherfolk
involvedin it. This, it washoped,would leadto
anelimination of some,if not all,theproblems
associatedwith the business.

BOBP/WP/88 The ShrimpFryBy-catchin
WestBengal.
Tiger shrimp have become a major foreign
exchangeearnerin India,with WestBengalthe
largestculturecentre.Thebasic input of tiger
shrimp fry in WestBengalis met from thewild,
with alargenumberof the rural poorengaged
in shrimp fry-catching and trading in the
24 Parganas (N and 5)andMedinipurDistricts.
However, thedestructionof by-catchcaptured
duringfry-collectionhasbeencausingconcern.
By-catch is 64-99.4per cent of the total fry
caught.Thefry by-catchdestroyedoveraperiod
of oneyear is estimatedat 62 million - 2592
million.

This working paper,basedon work done from
October1990to September1991, givesanoverall
pictureof theshrimpfry by-catchandassesses
quantitativelytheseasonalandspatial variations
in thespeciescomposition.

BOBP/WP/91— FurtherExploratoryFishing
forLargePdaglcSpeciesIn SouthIndianWatenc.
Despite thesubstantial increasein thetraditional
small craft fishing fleetof Tamil Nadu, India,
productionhasremainedmoreor lessconstant
in the last few years, indicating that fisheries
resourceswithin therangeof this fleethavebeen
fully exploited. From the Sixties, however,
introduced small fishing craft in neighbouring
Shri Lanka have been operatingin deepsea
watersandreportinggoodcatchesoflargepelagic
species,particularlyshark..Although Tamil Nadu
is geographicallywell placedfor theexploitation
of these resources,the potentialhas not been
realized.

In order tointroducefishing for large pelagic
speciesin Tamil Nadu by demonstratingthe
experiencein Shri Lanka, two 10 m FRPboat
(SRL-lS) testedin Shri Lanka’s commercial
offshorefisherieswere selectedby BOBP for
exploratoryfishing trials from Chinnamuttam
fishing harbour near Cape Comorinand
Royapuramfishing harbourin Madras. The
resultsandconclusionsoftheChinnamuttamand
Madrastrials arereportedin this paper.

BOBP/REP/61— Small OffshoreThlthzgBoats
In SMLanka

The Bay of Bengal Programme(BOBP) was
invited in theearlyEightiesby theShriLankan
Ministry of Fisheriesto evaluatethe offshore
fisheriesand thefishing craft beingusedin it.
Subsequentto this evaluation,theBOBP helped
to developandintroducetwo small multiday
offshore fishing boats, the SRL-34 and the
SRL-15.

When Shri Lankan fishermen began fishing
furtheroffshore,moreandmore boatsbeganto
disappearat sea. TheBOBP was requestedto
provideassistancefor studying thereasonsfor
the disappearancesand to help in making
recommendationsfor thedevelopmentof search-
and-rescuefacilities for theisland’sfishermen.
The report summarizes BOBP’s assistance
providedin offshorefishing boat development
andrelatedsafety-at-seaaspects.

BOBP/MAG/13 — A Manual for Operatinga
Small-scale Recirculation Freshwater Prawn
Hatchery
Thismanual,basedon theexperienceof theBay
of BengalProgramme(BOBP) projectin Potiya,
nearChittagong,Bangladesh,is writtenfor those
interestedin establishinga small-scaleinland
freshwaterprawnhatcheryusingtheclearwater
method.It is assumedthat thereaderhassome
basicknowledgeof aquaticbiology,but is not
necessarilyadegreeholderin thesubject.The
methoddescribedis basedon theuseof brine
obtainedfrom salt pans.Thebrineis dilutedwith
well or surfacewaterto makeup the rearing
water. Such technology is widely used in
commercialhatcheriesin Thailand.As brine is
not always available, a simple biofilter, for
recirculation of the water, is

incorporatedin thetank design.The bioffiter
greatlyreduces,or eliminates,theneedfor water
changesduring therearingcycle. Thehatchery
systemdescribedconsistsof larvae rearingtanks,
mixing and brine storage tanks, Artemia
incubators and supporting mechanical
equipment.

Recirculationsystemsarebecomingincreasingly
popular and have now been shown to give
consistentproductionof qualitypost.larvae.All
thenecessarydetailsfor settingup suchasimple
systemareincludedin this manual,whichisalso
profuselyillustratedto makewhat is described
in thetext clearer.
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